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ABSTRACT

The aim of this article is to know whether the use of virtual e-learning media can improve vocational school students’ learning outcome. This article is written by reviewing relevant literature. The problem faced in teaching vocational school students is the use of traditional method in which the teacher does not use various teaching materials. Regarding this, the students face difficulty in understanding the materials. This obviously impacts the students’ learning outcome. The teaching learning process that involves ICT (Information and Communication Technology) is seen as a solution that facilitates the students to learn actively and understand the materials better. One of the ICT media that can be implemented is virtual e-learning media. The teaching learning process done through website is one example of e-learning. By utilizing e-learning, the students are able to learn individually either inside or outside the classroom (e.g. on job training). The use of virtual e-learning is more effective and efficient so that it will improve vocational school students’ learning outcome.
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INTRODUCTION

Along with science and technology advancement, the quality of education should be improved since education is an institution in which human resources are developed. Education is not only the process of learning inside the classroom. There are formal, non-formal, and informal educations. Vocational school is an example of formal education. It is a type of school in which students learn on a certain field. By focusing to learn on a certain field, students are expected to have qualified and specific skill. When they acquire the skill, they will be ready to be employed. However, in fact, the unemployment rate of vocational school graduates is still high. Based on central bureau of statistics BPS [1] there are 19.19% (1,383,022) of unemployment which are considered as educated unemployment (SMA, SMK, and higher education graduates).
In order to improve students’ outcome; improvement, innovation, and modification on every learning aspect is needed. Teaching and learning process that involves information and communication technology (ICT) is one of several ways that can facilitate students’ active learning. In order to implement technology-based learning, the teacher can develop learning media. Learning media is a tool that helps teachers to assist students in understanding the material. Not only helping students to understand the material, learning media can be used to provide students new and various learning experiences. Moreover, it can be used to attract students’ interest.

Virtual Learning Media

The need of learning innovation can be satisfied through developing learning media. One of learning media that teachers can use is virtual media. As stated by Xiao [2] implementing learning media to enrich students’ learning experiences has been a focus of many researchers. Based on this statement, it is justified that virtual media is a media that can support students to understand learning material in an effective and efficient way. In line with Xiao, Parson & Bignell[3] asserts that virtual media generates efficient learning. This happens since virtual media helps students to learn many things effectively. By implementing virtual media, teachers at the same time promote social networking, entertainment, business activities, and education. Moreover, Burgess & Ice [4] state that virtual learning is helpful to improve students’ individual knowledge. Hence, virtual media is an innovation that facilitates education.

According to Smaldino et al. [5] virtual media has both advantages and disadvantages. Virtual media is safe and communicative. Moreover, it offers students more learning opportunities. However, virtual media is costly, complex, and limited. Another advantage of virtual media is that it strengthens learning concepts inside the classroom Bojanova& Pang[6] Besides, by implementing virtual media, the learning cost can be minimized Widarto & Latiff, [7] states that virtual learning can minimize learning cost since the learning process can be done not only inside but also outside the classroom.

As stated by Bojanova & Pang [8] the purposes of developing virtual media are accomplishing pedagogical goal and generating interesting and interactive learning that can support students in getting more learning experiences. Parson & Bignell[9] state that virtual learning eases the learning process. The easier learning process will improve students’ ability to understand the material. While students’ ability to understand the material improves, the expected learning outcomes will be achieved.

E-Learning

Horton [10] defines e-learning as “the use of information and computer technologies to create learning experiences”. Regarding the definition, e-learning is a learning process that makes use any information and computer technology. E-learning process creates learning experiences. In addition, Hartley [11] states that e-learning is a teaching learning process that enables students to learn by using internet, intranet, or other
computer networks. E-learning is also known as online learning, virtual learning, distributed learning, and networked or web-based learning.

By implementing e-learning, there will be a shift from teacher-centered to student-centered learning. E-learning allows students to access accurate and up-to-date information related to the material. Moreover, students are also able to access any information easily everywhere and every time without limitations. Therefore, e-learning is an innovation that the teacher can use as a learning media.

**Students’ Learning Outcome**

Rusman [12] defines learning outcome as a number of experience obtained by students on the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor fields. According to Tagg [13] learning outcome is a long-term goal of a teaching and learning process. Learning outcome is obtained through teaching and learning process and the assessment of the process itself.

Factors affecting students’ learning outcome according to Sadirman [14] are the success of the teacher in managing the class, the applied method, learning media, learning sources, and the students themselves. The educational formulations of national educational system both the purpose of curriculum and instructional purpose use learning outcome classification.

Tagg [15] stated that through learning outcome, learning custom can be renewed as long as it is as per to the advance of technology. The development of learning media is one of the renewal matters in learning or an innovation in it. This development is hoped to be an innovation that can escalate students’ learning outcome. In line with Tagg’s statement, Kettunen, Mertanen, Penttila [16] said that innovation in learning is aimed to improve students’ learning outcome which emphasizes on the students’ cognitive, affective, and psychomotoric aspects.

**Vocational High School**

The definition of vocational high school according to Nagle [17] is an education with the purpose to produce skillful graduates. Hoffman and Schwarts [19] stated that vocational high school is a high school program to prepare students to get their best careers in various work fields, such as high-advanced technology-related job, service providers, health, entrepreneur, and traditional handcraft. Clarke and Winch [20] asserted that vocational high school is to prepare students to deal with working experience.

Furthermore, Gasskov [21] expounded that vocational high school has to teach several basic skills as well as special skills for each individual that can ease them to get a job or establish their own entrepreneurship, work productively, and adapt to the technological change, task, and working environment. Vocational high school collaborates with factories that are appropriate to the programs they provide based on the curriculum [22]. Collaboration between education and training is now getting more
popular and applicable to develop students’ skills and social competence in every level of training [23].

E-Learning-based Virtual Learning Media to Improve the Vocational High School Students’ Learning Outcome

Based on the expounding above, e-learning-based virtual media development is needed in order to solve learning problems and improve the quality and efficacy of learning as well as to help students to do independent learning. Eventually, the students’ learning outcome can be improved. According to Gregory [24], students’ learning outcome has to be considered on the lesson plan. Virtual media can be alternative to students’ learning. Virtual-media-based learning-outcome is an integration of technology as a means of learning and used to raise awareness towards innovation on ICT and its potential to improve students’ learning quality.

Based on a research conducted by Gregory [25] the use of virtual media is regarded as an innovation in students’ learning development. Virtual media enable teachers to show the teaching material as it is even without their presence in the classroom. This finding is supported by the result of research conducted by Swandi, A. Hidayah. Irsan [26] which shows that the students’ learning effectiveness is more than 85% on whom virtual learning media is applied, also 93.5% students agree on the use of Lab-Virtual media in learning physics.

Based on those research findings, it can be understood that virtual media can be used as an alternative to learning that can improve students’ learning outcome. Virtual media are suitable means to ensure students’ learning outcome. E-learning is one of the available supports in learning besides developing virtual media based learning. Xiao [27] added that the use of virtual reality panoramas and other technologies alike show a new trend in creating and sharing various contents online.

CONCLUSION

Based on the above literature study, it can be concluded that vocational high school students need an innovation in learning, and the use of learning media is one possible answer to improve students’ learning and practice quality. E-learning based virtual media can bring an innovative learning for vocational high school teaching and learning process by which significant improvement of students’ learning outcome can be grasped.
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